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was created 40 years ago to bring Houstonians the finest chamber music
by recognized international ensembles.
As our presence in Houston has grown, a related commitment has emerged:
to share this experience with the younger generation and new audiences.
We provide free tickets for students at twenty high schools and colleges in the area.
We also sponsor master classes for music students, given by our guest artists.
As a 501 ( c3 ) charitable organization, your gifts are instrumental in
enabling us to maintain our high quality of performers and to
continue the Friends' educational outreach program.
For information on contributions, concert underwriting,
matching gifts, bequests or gifts of stock, please call
HOUSTON FRIENDS OF MUSIC at 713 -348- 5400.
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MUIR QUARTET

CHANTICLEER

TRIO FONTENAY

with Guest Artist,

Thursday, January I 8, 200 I

Thursday, March IS, 2001

j

David Shifrin, Clarinet
Thursday, October I 9, 2000

TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Tuesday, January 30, 2001

PACIFICA QUARTET

AMERICAN BRASS ~QUINTET
Wednesday, April 4, 2001
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STUDE CONCERT HALL * ALICE PRATT BROWN HALL *
THURSDAY , OCTOBER

RICE UNIVERSITY

19 , 2000

THE MUIR STRING QUARTET
Peter Zazofsky, Violin • Lucia Lin, Violin
Steven Ansell, Viola • Michael Reynolds, Cello
with guest artist

David Shifrin, Clarinet
PROGRAM

(1732-1809)
Quartet in B1lat Major, Op. 5 0, No. l

FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN

Allegro • Adagio
Menuetto: Poco Allegreto
Finale: Vivace
LEOS JANACEK

( 1854-1928)

Quartet No. l ("Kreutzer Sonata")
Adagio; Con Moro · Con Moro • Con Moto · Con Moto
INTERMISSION

JOHANNES BRAHMS

,..

(

1833-1897)

Quintet in B minor, for Clarinet and Strings, Op. l l5
Allegro • Adagio
Andantino; Presto non assai, ma con sentimento
Con Moto

. i

The Muir Quartet is in Residence at Boston University
Exclusive Management for MUIR QUARTET; Arcs Management Group, Inc., ISO Fifth Ave., NY, NY 1001 I
Discography for MUIR QUARTET: ECO CLASSICS, ANGEL/EM!, and ADDA/QUALITON
Exclusive Management for DAVID SHIFRIN; IMG Artists, 825 7th Ave., NY, NY, 10019
Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request chat audible paging devices not be used
during performances. Paging arrangements may be made with the ushers.

Marcin Merritt-Stage Manager
Matt Coldwell-Technical Director and Lighting Designer
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Mozart affectionately dedicated to him.

Quartet in B Flat Majo~

Op. 50 No.

PROGRAM

The work opens with a heart-beat rhythm
low in the cello which immediately brings to

(Z787)

mind Beethoven's use of chis device years later at
the beginning of his beautiful D major Piano

FRANZ JOSEF HAYDN
Haydn remains, to this day, the most astonishingly prolific producer of great quartets ever

Sonata Op. 28 ( I 80 I ). A close listen reveals that
there is hardly a second theme to speak of. and

to set pen to paper. No other major composer,
not even the greats who followed in his footsteps

chat in fact the structure of chis movement is far
from the textbook sonata form. So masterful
is Haydn's handling of his thematic material

-Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, or
Shostakovich- came close to matching his output.

chat one hardly notices how limited it actually
is and how important, instead, is the

Most extraordinary, each of these almost four
dozen quartets was an original masterpiece of
individual distinction. Haydn was almost 40

rhythmic element.
The Adagio which follows is a lovely set of
variations in which the cello plays an important
role, perhaps for the benefit of the King, who

years old when this uninterrupted string of jewels first began to appear. Written mostly without
commission-with a few notable exceptions-they

played rather well. The Menuetto: Poco
Allegretto follows-affable, simple in design, and
richly treated to counterpoint involving all the

were, during his lifetime, never played in a public
concert in Vienna. This was private music, written to suit the composer, without the fanfare
which the general public demanded. It was

instruments. The Finale: Vivace sounds at first
blush like a rondo, but it isn't. Instead, it is anoth-

intended for a small, highly educated audience

er sonata form movement, this time totally based

and its performance was made possible by the
generosity of the highest-ranking members of

on a single sprightly theme which seems to have
captivated its inventor. Not that chis diminishes

Viennese society-Princes, Princesses, Archdukes,

in the slightest the movement's perfection; we get
to see Haydn pulling musical substance out of

and Counts. What is certain is chat many of his
gems got lost in the abundant glitter.

thin air like a magician. But he is up to tricks here
in more ways than one: so don't get fooled into

The quartet on tonight's program is one such.
The first of the six Opus 50 quartets, it and its

clapping too soon!
Program nous © Nora Avins Klein, October, 2000

brothers have been neglected, and for no good
reason. They are Haydn's fifth set of quartets,
written when he was already an acknowledged
master of the form. The first two quartets were

String Quartet No. l ( l 923)

completed in 1787 and the whole set dedicated
to Frederick the Great in gratitude for a magnif-

LEOS JANA.CEK

icent gift the King had given him-thus the sobriquet "Prussian:' It might be of interest to note

Like Cesar Franck, another late achiever,
Janacek wrote his most notable works after the
age of 50, winning world renown above all for his

that these were the first quartets Haydn wrote
after his famous encounter with the wonderful set

operas. Son of a village schoolmaster he is,
among Czech nationalists, the foremost successor
2
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co Smetana and Dvorak. Brno, the Moravian

wanted co make "a moral protest against men's

Bayreuth, where he caught, conducted and com-

despotic attitude coward women."

posed, presents annual festivals in his honor. Even

Program notes provided by the Muir Quartet .

his instrumental works are basically dramatic.
His unique idiom derives from folk song, human

Quintet for Clarinet and
String Quartet

speech, and sounds of nature including animal
noises. He expressed intense nationalism in both
his music and words. Of Dvorak he said:

JOHANNES BRAHMS

"He has taken melodies from my heart. Nothing
on earth can sever such a bond." Of Beethoven,

For many people, Johannes Brahms's Clarinet

on the ocher hand, he wrote: "His works have

Quintet, written in 1891 , is not only his last

never inspired me ... I got co the bottom of them

chamber work, it is the greatest chamber work of

coo soon."

the I 9th century. One doesn't have co agree co

Janacek's two quartets, The Kreutzer Sonata

recognize, nevertheless, an extraordinarily moving

(No. l), after Tolstoy's novelette, and Intimate Letters

and profound work.

f

( No. 2), expressing his love for a young woman,

The Quintet is one of four opuses Brahms

are, notes Hugh Ottaway, "poetic not program-

wrote with Richard Muhlfeld's clarinet playing in

matic." The Quartet No. l which we are hearing

mind. Muhlfeld was sol.o clarinetist in the private

tonight is thought co be based upon an early

orchestra belonging co the Duke of Sachsen-

piano trio ( 1908-09) now lose. Ic is a self-suffi-

Meiningen. Although Muhlfeld had plenty of

cient work of masterly construction, not a literal

virtuosity at his command, it was his sound that

t:~

enactment in sound of its subtitle's

so attracted Brahms. The clarinetist had caught

"scenario"-che tale of a man who murders his

himself to play his instrument, having been

L

·~

[

wife in a fie of jealous rage after suspecting her of

trained as a violinist; wich a string-player's ear, he

infidelity with a violinist with whom she had

had developed a silken sound ( and almost cer-

played Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata. A hint of

tainly a vibrato) not usually associated with the

Beethoven's work appears in the third movement.

wind instrument. Moreover, he played on a box-

The first movement, a compact sonata design,

wood clarinet, of slighdy smaller bore, which

opens with a brief motif chat runs throughout

provided a rather bright cone and smooch transi-

the entire quartet. Ic recurs in the second, scher-

tions across the three registers of the clarinet.

T

~

zo, movement (a Czech polka) and in the climax

With that in mind, Brahms cook a novel

of the final movement, described by Jaroslav

approach co his use of the clarinet. Rather than

Vogel "as a shattering warning and as an incoxi-

exploit a solo instrument sec off by an accompa-

cacingly alluring reminiscence."

nying seeing quartet, Brahms gave the clarinet a

For Toscoy the writer, music caused "the most

role which made it an equal of the strings in the

immoral effects." For Janacek the composer, it

rest of the ensemble. The clarinet eases in and out

was a call "to the conscience of humanity."

of solo lines, giving up and then retaking the

His friend, composer Josef Suk, Dvoi'ak's son-

main melodic line in just the same manner as the

in-law, claimed chat with chis quartet, Janacek

ocher instruments. It is chis blend of clarinet and
3
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world instead. The strings invoke the murmur-

contrasting the instruments, which gives chis

ing of the cymbalom ( a primitive, mallet-struck

piece its unique quality of sound. Clearly, Brahms

ancestor of the piano used in gypsy bands), and

was interested in exploring the expressive qualities

the clarinet cakes off in an ecstatic virtuoso rever-

of the clarinet rather than its virtuosity. In doing

ie which, although written out with great exact-

so, he greatly expanded its possibilities and pro-

ness, sounds as though it were improvised on the

duced the most inventive use of the instrument

spot. Gradually we are brought back to the begin-

up to chat time. Clarinetists today still find the

ning. In a bit of Brahmsian magic, the coda, com-

demands made of the instrument very great

prised of the first three notes of the movement,

indeed. Seemingly effortless pianissimos at both

sets the listener down with perfect ease. For chose

extremes of the registers, complete command

who can read a score, chis passage is worth a look,

over the entire range of the instrument without

for each of the three notes gets an entire measure

allowing the "seams" between chem to show,

to itself, embellished by a touching series of

absolute control of every nuance of dynamics

triplets first in the clarinet, then in the first vio-

and the greatest artistic sensitivity to the other

lin. It is one of the most entrancing moments of

members of the ensemble are the requirements

the whole piece.

for a good performance.

Movement III is an Andantino/Presto; the one

The Quintet is in four movements. The most

in D major, the other in B minor. Once again,

important feature of the first, a sonata-allegro,

Brahms is coying with us and with his keys, for

is its ambiguous tonality. What key are we in,

both sections share the same musical material.

anyway, as the music begins, D major or B

This is a graceful, seemingly unassuming move-

minor? Take your pick, for the music hovers so

ment, designed with almost Mendelssohnian

skillfully between the two key centers ·that not

lightness to break the spell of the previous fanta-

unril measure I 4 can one say "B minor" with cer-

sy, but woe to the person who cakes the time sig-

tainty. And even then, because they are close rel-

nature seriously and tries to count it in four!

atives and share all the same notes, the two keys

Once again, the core of the work is ambiguity;

vie for supremacy during the entire movement in

chis time of key and meter.

a manner which helps explain the sense of doubt

For the fourth movement, Brahms gives us a

and reflection evoked by the work.

theme with five variations. Since at the time he

le also explains why Brahms can write the sec-

was working on a project especially close to his

ond movement equally in B minor, for we have

heart, his collection of 49 folk songs, it is no sur-

had so little sense of it as the controlling key it in

prise chat his theme is simple and folk-like.

the first that our ears are not tired of it. In many

The movement is so cleverly written chat the

ways, chis second movement, Adagio, is the

material in it alludes back to all of the other

crowning glory of the entire work. A mysterious

movements in various ways, until the last varia-

beginning, syncopated, slow, strings muted, soon

tion, switching now to triple meter, gradually

cakes us to another world. The clarinet distances

and unobtusively transforms itself into the open-

himself from his colleagues' traditional concert

ing motive of the first movement. In a sleight

platform, and brings chem to a passionate gypsy

of hand, the piece ends just as it began, four

4
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The group formed in 1979 following graduation

movements ago.

from the Curtis Institute of Music, where they had

Program notes © by Styra Avins, October, 2000.

studied with Felix Galimir and members of the

Scyra Avins is the author of Johannes Brahms Life

Guarneri Quartet. They have been in residence at

and Letters, Oxford University Press, 1997.

Boston University's School for the Arts since I 983,
and give an annual summer workshop at the Boston
University Tanglewood Institute. They also teach and

David Shifrin
,-

administer the Advanced Quartet Program at

David Shifrin is one of the finest clarinetists in the

The Summit Institute for the Arts and Humanities

country. He has performed as soloist with many first

in Utah, together with composer Joan Tower.

rank orchestras and as chamber partner with such outstanding groups as the Emerson, Tokyo, and Guarneri

NEXT PROGRAM

Quartets. In 1992 he was named Artistic Direcror of
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, after

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 7, 2000.

an extensive nation-wide search. He is also Music
Director of Chamber Music Northwest,

STUDE CONCERT HALL 8:00 P. M.

the

acclaimed summer chamber music festival in Portland,

Pacifica Quartet

Oregon. He is currently on the faculty of Yale
University and has taught at Juilliard as well as several other institutions of note. He records for

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN

Nonesuch, Delos, Arabesque, and CRI labels.

Quartet In B-Flat Major, Op. Z8, No. 6
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA

The Muir String Quartet

Tango for Four

The Muir Quartet, named for the naturalist John
Muir, appears annually on the major chamber music

ROBERT SCHUMANN

series throughout North American and Europe. In

QJ,tartet in A major, Op. 4 Z, No. Z

honor of its namesake, the quartet donates proceeds
r

from its EcoClassics CDs to a variety of environmencal and conservation organizations. The quartet also
received two Grand Prix du Disque. The group has

Amateur Chamber Music
Alert

been praised for its "unbridled musicality" and

The Houston Friends of Music wants to know how many

"impeccable voicing and intonation" and is also

amateur musicians in our community would be interested

known for its premiers of works by American com-

in participating in a program of weekend workshops

records for ADDA/Qualiron and EMI, for which it

posers. The Muir first appeared on the scene in 1980

devoted to instrumental and vocal chamber music.

when its debut was greeted with rave reviews and an

The Amateur Chamber Music Players Foundation currendy

extensive feature in The New Yorker. They won the I 981

provides partial sponsorship for professional chamber

Naumburg Chamber Music Award and the I 980

music ensembles to coach adult, amateur workshops.

If you are interested, please call our office at

Evian International String Quartet Competition.
They

were

featured

on

the

PBS

713-348-5400.
If there is sufficient response we will apply for the grant.

broadcast,

In Performance at the White House, for President and

Please be aware chat there would be some participant

Mrs. Reagan.

fee associate<;[ with chis program.
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